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As the market-leading textbook on the subject, Project Management: The Managerial Process is distinguished by its balanced treatment of both the technical and behavioral
issues in project management as well as by its coverage of a broad range of industries to which project management principles can be applied. It focuses on how project
management is integral to the organization as a whole. The text not only delivers the tools and processes is essential to successful project management but also an
understanding that the effectiveness of these tools and methods are shaped and determined by the prevailing culture of the organization and interpersonal dynamics of the
people involved. As such, Larson/Gray presents a holistic view that focuses on methodology as well as the human dimension and how they interact to determine the outcome of
projects. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they
need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Updated concepts and tools to set up project plans, schedule work, monitor progress-and consistently achieve desired project results.In today's time-based and cost-conscious
global business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent expectations are the norm. This classic book provides businesspeople with an excellent introduction to project
management, supplying sound, basic information (along with updated tools and techniques) to understand and master the complexities and nuances of project management.
Clear and down-to-earth, this step-by-step guide explains how to effectively spearhead every stage of a project-from developing the goals and objectives to managing the project
team-and make project management work in any company. This updated second edition includes: * New material on the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) *
Do's and don'ts of implementing scheduling software* Coverage of the PMP certification offered by the Project Management Institute* Updated information on developing
problem statements and mission statements* Techniques for implementing today's project management technologies in any organization-in any industry.
Project Management: The Managerial Process provides a holistic, integrative view of project management, with a focus on the above framework. It presents readers with a
complete picture of project management - not only what to do and how to do it, but also why it is done. This international adaptation contains the valuable addition of local and
regional cases and applications. The generic approach in this text ensures relevancy across all studies and industries for students, prospective project managers, project
management practitioners, analysts, managers or those assigned to project teams.
* The first book to truly apply the theory, processes, practices, and techniques of project management to strategic planning * New to this edition: risk management, earned value,
project recovery, project maturity models, partnering, PM certification, and much more
The Latest, Most Effective Engineering and Construction project Management Strategies Fully revised throughout, this up-to-date guide presents the principles and techniques of
managing engineering and construction projects from the initial conceptual phase, through design and construction, to completion. The book emphasizes project management
during the beginning stages of project development to influence the quality, cost, and schedule of a project as early in the process as possible. Featuring an all-new chapter on
risk management, the third edition also includes new sections on: Ensuring project quality The owner's team Parametric estimating Importance of the estimator Formats for work
breakdown structures Design work packages Benefits of planning Calculations to verify schedules and cost distributions Common problems in managing design Build-operatetransfer delivery methods Based on the author's decades of experience in working with hundreds of project managers, this essential resource includes many new real-world
examples and updated sample problems. Project Management for Engineering and Construction, Third Edition, covers: Working with project teams Project initiation Early
estimates Project budgeting Development of work plan Design proposals Project scheduling Tracking work Design coordination Construction phase Project close out Personal
management skills Risk management
Master IT Project Management This practical, up-to-date guide explains how to successfully manage an IT project and prepare for CompTIA Project+ certification. IT Project
Management: On Track from Start to Finish, Third Edition walks you through each step of the IT project management process, covering critical strategies for on-time and withinbudget projects. You'll get proven methods for initiating a project, selecting qualified team members, conferring with management, establishing communication, setting realistic
timetables, tracking costs, and closing a project. Learn how to: Define project requirements and create the project charter Create a feasibility study and establish project priority
Determine strategy and obtain management approval Manage project scope and determine project expenses Build the project management plan Organize and lead a project
team Track progress and calculate the Cost Performance Index (CPI) Implement changes to the project plan Perform continuous quality management Complete the project and
assess deliverables On the CD: CompTIA Project+ practice exam Project management video training from the author Ready-to-use templates and worksheets Complete e-book
Joseph Phillips, PMP, CompTIA Project+, is the Director of Education for Project Seminars. He is the author of PMP Project Management Professional Study Guide, Second
Edition; CAPM/PMP Project Management Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Second Edition; CBAP Certified Business Analysis Professional All-in-One Exam Guide; and
PgMP Program Management Professional All-in-One Exam Guide.
As the market-leading textbook on the subject, Project Management: The Managerial Process, 4e is distinguished by its balanced treatment of both the technical and behavioral
issues in project management as well as by its coverage of a broad range of industries to which project management principles can be applied. It focuses on how project
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management is integral to the organization as a whole. The 4th edition reflects the latest changes found in the practice. Other texts discuss the topics covered in this text but they
do not view oversight as the project manager's operating environment, as does Gray/Larson.
Taking a unique approach, this practical introduction gives readers the full flavor of software project management and detailed coverage of the entire development process, not
just the lists of management tasks other books provide. This approach leads the reader through various stages of the development process in a pragmatic and readable way, with
a diversity of topics explained.
Project Management gives you proven guidance in both the science and art of becoming an effective project manager, from coordinating and documenting the work to leading
people to developing (and trusting!) your own judgment. Filled with action steps, this practical guide helps you get comfortable with the tools of project planning as well as
cultivate smooth working relationships with people inside and outside your organization in order to achieve your goals. You'll see how to:â€¢ Understand exactly what is required
of you in your role â€¢ Develop a logical plan of action â€¢ Lead and motivate a team while actively managing your communication channels â€¢ Make the best decisions for the
project-and seek acceptable solutions rather than perfect ones â€¢ Perform financial analyses and terminate unworthy projects in order to meet a bottom-line, long-term objective
â€¢ Manage all project stakeholders through consistent measuring against a pre-announced baseline for productivityEffective project management isn't easy, but the payoff can
be huge-both for you and for your organization. Project Management helps you develop the foundation you need to be successful in any project initiative.
Project Management gives you proven guidance in both the science and art of becoming an effective project manager, from coordinating and documenting the work to leading
people to developing (and trusting!) your own judgment. Filled with action steps, this practical guide helps you get comfortable with the tools of project planning as well as
cultivate smooth working relationships with people inside and outside your organization in order to achieve your goals. You'll see how to: Understand exactly what is required of
you in your role Develop a logical plan of action Lead and motivate a team while actively managing your communication channels Make the best decisions for the project-and
seek acceptable solutions rather than perfect ones Perform financial analyses and terminate unworthy projects in order to meet a bottom-line, long-term objective Manage all
project stakeholders through consistent measuring against a pre-announced baseline for productivity Effective project management isn't easy, but the payoff can be huge-both for
you and for your organization. Project Management helps you develop the foundation you need to be successful in any project initiative.
The Principles of Project Management lays out clear steps that anyone can follow to get projects done right, and delivered on time. This full color book covers: Why Project
Management is important The 6 fundamental truths of project management Getting started: Discovering, Initiating, Planning and Resourcing a project Getting the Job Done:
Executing and controlling Keeping it Smooth: Communication, collaboration and managing change Following through: Ongoing support and maintenance, measuring operational
success Resources: Review of various tools, recommended reading, professional resources for project management Short, and to the point, this book aims to do to provide a
solid foundation for anyone who finds themselves responsible for executing projects. From the Back Cover Every project you manage will be unique. Scope, budgets, team
dynamics, and timeframes will differ. As a project manager, the most important factor in achieving project success will be your understanding of The Principles Of Project
Management. This book will show you that project management isn't rocket science: using the information contained in this book, you'll deliver projects on time and on budget,
again and again. With The Principles Of Project Management you'll: Learn how to start every project on the right foot. Master the planning, execution, and control of your projects.
Discover the secrets of effective communication and change management. Identify project warning signals and learn to keep your projects on track. Understand the benefits of
using the right tools, resources, and people. Learn how to give a superstar project handover. And much, much more
Project ManagementPenguin
Not long ago project management was perceived as a highly technical endeavor with applications to highly specialized industries. Times have changed-and so have the collective
perceptions about project management. Today project management skills are applied throughout a wide range of businesses and industries. Successful project managers are
defined now not only by their skill in dealing with issues of planning, scheduling, and budgeting, but also by their ability to manage people. Clifford Gray and Erik Larson, both of
Oregon State University, are aware of this evolution and have used the Third Edition of Project Management: The Managerial Process to address these shifts. This highlyqualified author team provides readers with a complete picture of project management. Technical issues are addressed thoroughly, but unlike similar books on this subject,
Project Management: The Managerial Process presents them in context, demonstrating how project management techniques can be applied in a wide variety of businesses,
while emphasizing the importance of accounting for the human element in the successful management of all types of projects. Case studies and "Snapshot from Practice" boxes
are among the ways readers learn throughout this text. A pedagogically rich CD-ROM, and a second CD-ROM containing a trial version of Microsoft Project, are also available
with all new copies of this text. Once again, the authors have succeeded in providing readers with a complete picture of project management: not only "what to do" and "how to
do it," but also why it is done. Book jacket.
The practical e-guide that gives you the skills to succeed as a project manager. Discover how to improve your project management skills by defining a project brief, identifying
stakeholders, and building a strong team. You'll also learn useful tips for initiating projects, setting deadlines, and managing your budgets. Essential Managers gives you a
practical "how-to" approach with step-by-step instructions, tips, checklists, and "ask yourself" features showing you how to focus your energy, manage change, and make an
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impact. DK's Essential Managers series contains the knowledge you need to be a more effective manager and hone your management style. Whether you're new to project
management or simply looking to sharpen your existing skills, this is the e-guide for you.
Project Management: the discipline of organizing and managing resources so that a project is completed within defined scope, quality, time, and cost constraints. Oh, if only it
really was that simple. Once you have the specs of the project, it is time to get down to business and manage people. And therein lies many a problem. Fuzzy, ambiguous, and
subject to emotional nuances and sentimental knee-jerk reactions, people issues are often the most problematic piece of any project. As effective as it is applicable, the Triple C
Model is becoming the project management mode of choice across a wide variety of organizations. The new commander of the US Air Force's Air University, Lt-General Allen
Peck has cited Communication-Cooperation-Coordination as a primary theme during his administration. Tackling the soft side of project management, Triple C Model of Project
Management: Communication, Cooperation, and Coordination provides practical steps for managing any project. It presents real-world applications and case studies that
illustrate the application of the Triple C Model. The author covers techniques for tracking, managing, and controlling project costs as well as implementing the project
management body of knowledge (PMBOK®). He includes schedule performance appraisals, project performance appraisals, and alternate project organization structures.
Whether you are in the software or construction industry, or any other industry, the tools and techniques of project management remain the same. The key to success will always
rest on the communication, cooperation, and coordination of your team. This book explains how communication leads to cooperation, which leads to coordination, which leads to
project harmony, which leads to project success.
Project management is today's hottest topic, yet fully integrative, timely, and broad-based coverage is difficult to find. The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Project Management Course
synthesizes and organizes current PM knowledge and material from the Project Management Institute and other leading bodies of knowledge into one comprehensive and
contemporary resource. Real-life case studies and examples, placed in the context of state-of-the-art applications, make this course book valuable to a wide range of
professionals in virtually any industry.
Suffering from chronic project headaches? Relief is on the way! PM pro George Ritz has written the prescription for the efficient, profitable, and headache-free management of any capital project. Total
Construction Project Management combines the latest management innovations with tried-and-proven construction techniques to produce a cutting-edge ``total system'' guaranteed to give you complete
control over every phase of field operations. You'll see how to: prepare winning bids and proposals; obtain and negotiate favorable contracts; estimate accurate project costs; determine realistic project
budgets; set attainable project schedules; organize human, physical, and financial resources; design, build, and motivate a field organization; implement effective project controls; ensure job-site safety;
improve project communications; use PCs in the field and office; and much more.
Schedule and coordinate projects seamlessly, start to finish! In today's ultracompetitive world of business, those in charge want results on time and on budget--and they're turning to project managers to
deliver. Skilled project managers are in high demand, and the profession is growing at an unprecedented rate. The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Project Management, Second Edition, combines expert
insight, advice based on realworld experience, and the latest developments into a single, concise package. In the span of 36 hours, you'll learn how to: Plan, launch, manage, and close projects Build the best
team for each project Shape and drive a project using effective leadership Manage quality, costs, time, and risk Deploy the latest project management technologies Complete with chapter-ending self-tests
and a comprehensive online final exam, The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Project Management, Second Edition, provides the guidance you need to manage any project under any conditions.
An in-depth guide to global program management This practical resource offers proven strategies for directing the design, development, delivery, and monitoring of major, long-term business or agency
programs in global markets. Global Program Management reflects the movement of the field to a broader, more global, and enterprise-wide perspective. Covering the new Project Management Institute (PMI)
Standard for Program Management, the book explains the ways in which program management differs from project management and reveals how to master strong leadership, organization, communication,
technical, managerial, and agility skills along with a comprehensive understanding of foreign markets and cultures. Discover how to: Review organizational and global settings for program management
Adhere to the new PMI Standard for Program Management Develop strategies, programs, and candidate projects into a strategic portfolio Align strategies and programs to ensure success, profitability, and
program benefits Assess, monitor, and mitigate risk on a program scale Hone global program management leadership competencies Find and secure partners to provide program support Apply program
management concepts to federal sector reforms
Lays out a basic approach to managing projects that we can all understand and put to immediate use to bring our projects in on time, within budget, according to the customer's specifications. The goal of the
book is to make the project management process more easily understood.
Tens of thousands of readers rely on James Lewis's classic Project Planning, Scheduling & Control for hands-on help in bringing projects in on time and on budget. Now, this higher-level guide takes project
managers beyond basic skills. Using the flexible and down-to-earth approach for which Lewis is famed, it covers advanced topics such as identifying customer requirements using QFD (quality function
deployment); allocating resources for improved scheduling applying systems thinking; and using decision-support tools in project management.
Discover How to Dramatically Improve the Processes of Project-Based Management in Any Organization! One of the most influential books ever written on the development of project management, The
Handbook of Project-Based Management has been completely revised for a new generation of students and practitioners. The Third Edition now features a major change in focus from delivering corporate
objectives to achieving strategic change, including embedding corporate change after a project is completed. Filled with over 150 illustrations, The Third Edition of The Handbook of Project-Based
Management contains: A rigorous guide to project management practice for the twenty-first century Complete tools for managing project performance and process New to this edition: new focus on achieving
strategic change; new information on the project life cycle; new applications to different industries; new material on strategic design, stakeholders, and organizational capability; shift in emphasis from
administrative procedures to governance Inside this Cutting-Edge Guide to Twenty-First Century Project Management • The Context of Projects: • Projects for Delivering Beneficial Change • Project Success
and Strategy • The People Involved • Managing Performance: • Scope • Project Organization • Quality • Cost • Time • Risk • Managing the Process: • Project Process • Project Start-Up • Project Execution
and Control • Project Close-Out • Governance of Project-Based Management: • Project Governance • Program and Portfolio Management • Developing Organizational Capability • Governance of the
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Project-Based Organization • International Projects
A Proven, Integrated Healthcare Information Technology Management Solution Co-written by a certified Project Management Professional and an M.D., Project Management for Healthcare Information
Technology presents an effective methodology that encompasses standards and best practices from project management, information technology management, and change management for a streamlined
transition to digital medicine. Each management discipline is examined in detail and defined as a set of knowledge areas. The book then describes the core processes that take place within each knowledge
area in the initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing stages of a project. Real-world examples from healthcare information technology project leaders identify how the integrated approach
presented in this book leads to successful project implementations. Coverage Includes: Integrating project, information technology, and change management methodologies PMBOK Guide process
groups--initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing Project management knowledge areas--integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communication, risk, and procurement
management IT management knowledge areas--user requirements, infrastructure, conversion, software configuration, workflow, security, interface, testing, cutover, and support management Change
management knowledge areas--realization, sponsorship, transformation, training, and optimization management
"Project Management, 8e provides a holistic and realistic approach to Project Management that combines the human aspect and culture of an organization with the tools and methods used It covers concepts
and skills used to propose, plan secure resources, budget and lead project teams to successful completion of projects. this text is not only on how the management process works, but also, and more
importantly, on why it works. It's not intended to specialize by industry type or project scope, rather it is written for the individual who will be required to manage a variety of projects in a variety of
organizational settings. 8e was written for a broad range of audiences including, project managers, students, analysts and Project Management Institute Members preparing for certification exams. The digital
component, Connect, now has enhanced algorithmic problems, Application Based Activities, SmartBook 2.0 and Practice Operations, a game-based 3D operations management simulation."--Publisher.
Project Management strikes a balance between the technical and human aspects of managing projects. It is suitable for a course in project management and for professionals who seek a project
management handbook. This text addresses the major questions and issues the authors have encountered while teaching and consulting with practicing project managers in domestic and foreign countries.
The text is very contemporary and up-to-date. This application-oriented text provides a road map for managing any type of project--for example, information technology, R And D, engineering design,
construction, pharmaceutical, and manufacturing. The text helps the reader discover the strategic role of projects in contemporary organizations, how projects are prioritized, what tools and techniques can be
used to plan and schedule projects, what organization and managerial styles will improve chances of project success, how project managers orchestrate the complex network of relationships, factors that
contribute to the development of a high performing project team, the project system which will help gain some measure of control, how project managers prepare for a new international project in a foreign
culture, and finally how senior management can develop a supportive organizational culture for implementing projects.
Project Management Handbook aims to help project managers imbibe these skills and deliver. It covers within its ambit project management techniques and practices employed for formulating a project and
managing its scope and integration of scope-related parameters. Also organization, time resources, costs, quality, procurement, risks and information system are discussed. Besides this, it includes cases on
engineering and construction to enable project managers appreciate the nuances of project management.
Take charge of your teams and lead them to victory! For nearly a decade, Mastering Project Management, has been the field's gold standard reference. Now, James Lewis has updated his classic guide,
offering both practical, real-world guidance and a focus on higher-level tools and applications that you won't find anywhere else. This fully revised second edition shows project managers and team leaders
from all industries how to ramp up and fine-tune managing skills and bring all projects to a successful completion. Carefully avoiding any overlap from his other popular project management titles, Lewis
clearly defines your role as a project manager and outlines the steps to mastering project management. Lewis has also included the most up-to-date information on today's hot-button topics in the field,
providing the know-how you need to: Utilize the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Survive “no-win” projects Apply Six Sigma in project management Improve estimating capability Manage
project risks Identify customer requirements Control costs Understand systems thinking and apply it to projects Lewis shows you how to manage multicultural project teams, coach team members for
improved performance, and deal effectively with project stakeholders. He gives you an arsenal of tools for utilizing systems thinking, achieving optimal decision-making, reporting project status, and managing
project change and configuration control. Lewis also covers the human element, showing you the most effective ways to conduct interviews, manage meetings, conduct performance reviews, and handle
vendors and contractors. If you want to be more than a casual project manager, if you desire to understand every function in your organization, if you aspire to higher management levels, the second edition of
Mastering Project Management is your personal guide to success.
Take a crash course in boosting operational efficiency! Whether a business manufactures trucks, delivers packages, or sells coffee, it lives and breathes on its operations. Without exception. Ensuring
smooth, efficient processes is a challenging task--but the rewards are immense. The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Operations Management puts you on the fast track to bolstering and managing the
effectiveness of your organization’s operations. Complete with exercises, self-tests, and an online final exam, this virtual immersion course in operations management teaches you how to: Evaluate and
measure existing systems’ performance Use quality management tools like Six Sigma and Lean Production Design new, improved processes Define, plan, and control costs of projects Take this in-depth
course on operations management and put your vision into action. This is the only book on the syllabus. Class begins now!
ON TIME, ON BUDGET . . . MANAGE EVERY PROJECT LIKE A PRO In today's environment of tight turnarounds and even tighter budgets, the effective project manager is often considered the most
valuable member of a workplace team. Project Management, Second Edition, provides a step-by-step introduction to the tools and techniques necessary to successfully spearhead your next project. This new
edition has everything that made the original so popular, plus it has been updated to reflect new principles and strategies in team building, planning, estimating costs, managing project interfaces, and
more--providing you with the kind of business savvy today's project manager is expected to possess. Learn how to: Stay on top of all aspects of your project: process, interpersonal, and organizational Forge
a spirit of cooperation--and achievement--among diverse team members Manage all the contingencies--foreseen and unforeseen--that come up in every project
This up-to-date self-study system offers 100% coverage of every topic on the CAPM and PMP exams Thoroughly revised for the current PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), this upto-date resource offers complete coverage of all the material included on the Certified Associate in Project Management and Project Management Professional exams. You’ll find learning objectives at the
beginning of each chapter, exam tips, and practice exam questions with in-depth answer explanations. Written by a leading project management consultant and trainer, CAPM/PMP Project Management
Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Fourth Edition will help you pass the exams with ease and will also serve as an essential on-the-job reference. Covers all exam topics, including: •Project integration
management •Managing the project scope •Managing project time, costs, and quality •Managing project resources •Managing project communications •Managing project risks •Project procurement
management •Managing project stakeholders •Project management processes Electronic content includes: •750 CAPM and PMP practice exam questions—test yourself by exam domain or take a complete
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exam •Bonus process review quiz •Video training from the author •Process ITTO Quick Review Guide •PMP Memory Sheets •Secured Book PDF
New to this edition: New chapters on Quality Control and Quality Assurance and Successful Commencement; new material on Ethics, Estimating a Project During Design, and Design Build Market: general
contracting companies; specialty subcontractors SI units are included for international usage
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Up-to-Date, Proven
Construction Project Management Techniques Thoroughly revised to cover the latest technologies and standards, this practical resource provides all of the information necessary to efficiently execute every
phase of any construction job. The book features complete details on estimating, purchasing, contract administration, team management, quality control and assurance, and other topics essential to
completing a project on time and within budget. Project Management in Construction, Seventh Edition, covers new OSHA regulations and new contract formats that emphasize collaboration and teamwork.
BIM and green buildings, topics of importance to all of today’s project managers, are explained.. Coverage includes: •Introduction to the construction industry •General conditions of the construction contract
•ConsensusDOCS integrated project delivery contracts •Lean construction •Bonds and insurance •Organizing the project team •Estimating and buying out the job •Change orders •Quality control and
quality assurance •Project documentation •Claims, disputes, arbitration, and mediation •Design-build •Sustainability and green buildings •Building information modeling •Interoperability

Project Management, 8e provides a holistic and realistic approach to Project Management that combines the human aspect and culture of an organization with the tools and methods used It
covers concepts and skills used to propose, plan secure resources, budget and lead project teams to successful completion of projects. this text is not only on how the management process
works, but also, and more importantly, on why it works. It’s not intended to specialize by industry type or project scope, rather it is written for the individual who will be required to manage a
variety of projects in a variety of organizational settings. 8e was written for a broad range of audiences including, project managers, students, analysts and Project Management Institute
Members preparing for certification exams. The digital component, Connect, now has enhanced algorithmic problems, Application Based Activities, SmartBook 2.0 and Practice Operations, a
game-based 3D operations management simulation.
• The authors are both established figures in the urban construction field • The book will help contractors keep projects on time and within budget
This fully integrated study resource is completely updated for the PMBOK, Sixth Edition This highly effective self-study guide contains all of the information you need to prepare for the latest
version of the challenging Project Management Professional exam. Electronic content includes the Total Tester customizable exam engine, worksheets, reference PDFs, and more than an
hour of video training from the author. Fully updated for the Sixth Edition of the PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), PMP Project Management Professional Study
Guide, Fifth Edition contains more than 900 accurate practice exam questions. Each chapter includes a list of objectives covered, a chapter review, key terms, a two-minute drill, and a self-test
with detailed explanations for both the correct and incorrect answer choices. • Offers 100% coverage of all official objectives for the PMP exam• Downloadable full-color, memory card for
studying anywhere• Written by a project management consultant and bestselling author
We want to help you succeed on the PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL EXAM McGraw-Hill Education: Project Management Professional Exam helps you prepare for this important
test and earn the certification that will advance your career. Written by a project management expert and trainer, this book provides you with the intensive review and practice that will help you
achieve the results you want. Covering all essential processes, this book shows you how project management theory works in practice. Inside you will find extensive review exercises,
hundreds of practice questions, a complete practice exam, and experience-based tips to maximize your score. You'll be able to sharpen your skills and boost your confidence--and do your
very best on test day. Features: One complete sample PMP exam 300 additional test-like practice questions Dozens of review exercises covering all project management knowledge areas
Clear explanations for all exercises and practice questions Practical examples that show project management processes in the everyday workplace
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